ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Due to the high death rate in advanced stage diseases, the diagnosis of early-stage cancer is critical for public health. Of recent, the novel biotechnology of high-throughput and high-resolution MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (MS) in the low-molecular-weight region of the blood proteome has made such diagnosis possible (Lilien et al., 2003; Liotta et al., 2003; Liotta, 2003, 2004; Wulfkuhle et al., 2003) . has largely eased (Gelman et al., 2004) . Especially for a small training sample, prior knowledge, whether from the historical data or domain experts, seems helpful to hasten learning and yield good performance in prediction.
The output of BNN for a new sample, x new , is a distribution of probability for x new being in class 1, and the estimated mean determines its class. In Section 3, two hierarchical models and a Gaussian process (GP) model, based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), whose (hyper)parameters are defined by means of shallow feature selection (SFS), are derived and discussed. This novel method improves the efficiency of BNN while retaining good performance in classification. In the section on experiments and analysis, we compare BNN with some other machine learning methods, such as CART, support vector machine (SVM), bagging (bootstrap aggregating) of multilayer perceptron (MLP) (Bauer and Kohavi, 1999) , k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), etc. on NCI's ovarian data. Lastly, some further investigations proposed are mentioned in the conclusion.
SFS
Given the (normalized) training set D = {(x µ , t µ )|x µ ∈ R m , t µ ∈ {0, 1} and µ = 1, 2, . . . , n}, where {0, 1} are class labels and samples are recorded in column vectors.
x k x k+1 · · · x n f 1 x 1,1 · · · x 1,k x 1,k+1 · · · x 1,n f 2 x 2,1 · · · x 2,k x 2,k+1 · · · x 2,n . . . . . .
FS is always a hard core of pattern recognition, which often gets entangled badly in classification problems. Even so, there are still some characteristics of the dataset itself that could be used to filter out these significantly useless features. For instance, f i could be more useful if it could be known at which of the two classes the empirical distributions are statistically distinct. Moreover, to make sense for a reasonable representation of the training data, each feature should be associated with a prior probability of being selected for classification, independent of particular classifiers. We call it SFS.
Without any assumption of population distribution, the empirical distributions of values in X i = (x i,1 , . . . , x i,k ) and X i = (x i,k+1 , . . . , x i,n ) are compared by a two-sided KS-test (i.e. the null hypothesis H 0 is that X i and X i are drawn from the same continuous distribution) with a given significance level α. After repeating the procedure (N − 1) more times on the resampled training sets, simple voting will result in Pr(f i |α) = (H 0 rejected)/N , the probability of choosing f i as a feature (Fig. 1) .
A more flexible way can be based on the reasonably accurate P -values guaranteed by n i n i /(n i + n i ) ≥ 4, where n i , n i are the sample sizes of X i and X i respectively (Lehmann, 1975) . The scatter plots of 'probability' of selecting an m/z ratio interval from NCI's high-resolution ovarian data as a feature at the given significance levels of α = 5% and α = 1%. In addition, the bias and standard error calculated from the N bootstrap replicates of P -value will provide us more information about SFS (Table 1) , especially for the amphibolous case of Pr(f i |α) ≈ 0.5. Although the SFS is independent of specific classifiers, it is not isolated from classification. In our BNN models, Pr(f i |α) is used to specify the covariance matrix of GP and the prior distributions of input-to-hidden weights. Unlike in some other classifier-independent approaches to data reduction, such as principle component analysis (PCA), wavelet analysis, etc. (Yu et al., 2005) , SFS is capable of selecting a set of features without losing its biological meaning. Furthermore, the probability assigned to each feature is actually a kind of prior knowledge about its contribution to classification. In contrast, neither PCA nor wavelet utilizes the class information in data reduction.
BINARY CLASSIFICATION BY BNN
Unlike the conventional frequentist training methods for MLP that are based on MLE, the Bayesian approach to NNs (Buntine and Weigend, 1991; MacKay, 1992a,b; Neal, 1996) utilizes the prior distribution of network weights before training and revises it after observing the data. Therefore, BNN can provide us not only the means of predictive weights but also their uncertainties. Another advantage of BNN is the appropriate choices of a number of hidden layers and their dimensions Rios Insua and Müller, 1998) , which are almost impossible to solve by traditional NNs.
The inference of underlying Bayesian binary classifier from D, parameterized by the weight vector w, is to find f (x, w|D, M) for the probability of x being in class 1 in
Considering the approximation ability, in this paper h is assumed to be the adaptive basis function of one hidden layer (with u units) 
where w = (M, W ) and ψ is a bounded activation function, such as hyperbolic tangent tanh
The binary classification turns out to be a noise-free regression problem of logit(Pr(x ∈ class 1)) = h(x, w), where logit(p) = log(p/(1 − p)). Obviously, the likelihood is
Once given p(w), the posterior distribution of parameters p(w|D) ∝ p(w)p(D|w) is clear and the probability of testing sample x being in class 1 is
where w i are drawn from population of p(w|D). The intuitive assumption of p(w) ∝ exp{−ξ w T w/2} relies on the belief that smaller weights lead to less certain predictions (Bishop, 1995) , where the hyperparameter ξ is defined in a hierarchical model, for instance the automatic relevance determination (MacKay, 1995) . The integral in Equation (4) can be evaluated simply by straightforward Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Gelman et al., 2004) , but is inefficient for applications (Kass et al., 1998) . MacKay proposed Gaussian approximations centered on the posterior modes (MacKay, 1992a) implemented on the software of BUGS using Gibbs sampling (Spiegelhalter et al., 1995) 3 , while Neal used hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) (Duane et al., 1987; Liu, 2001 ) with simulated annealing (Neal, 1992) . The calculation of Equation (4) becomes extremely difficult when the hidden units are too many. Again, the desired p(w) can be viewed as the prior distribution over all the functions described by Equation (2). Motivated by the GP approach to nonparametric Bayesian regression (O'Hagan, 1978) , Neal showed that a large class of NN models converge to GPs within the limit of an infinite number of hidden units, and argued compellingly that the overfitting problem could be alleviated by some hierarchical model of hyperparameters (Neal, 1996) . Since then, there is growing interest in applications of GP to BNN (Rasmussen, 1996; Gibbs, 1997; MacKay, 1998; Williams, 1998; Neal, 1999; Schölkoft and Smola, 2002; Williams, 2002) . Theoretically, it is guaranteed by Kolmogorov's consistency theorem that the finite-dimensional distributions of GP are uniquely determined by its finite mean and covariance functions.
The advantage of GP is that we do not need to make complicated assumptions on the distribution of w. Nevertheless there are no free lunches. We have to argue for the covariance function-it seems worth it because the distribution of h(x new , w|D) will be achieved. The following diagram is a comparison between the traditional way and GP method. 
where c 2 , γ 2 i , β 2 , λ 2 i are hyperparameters. Due to the computational issue, in practice the covariance function is often added a 'jitter' δ hh , where > 0 and δ hh is the Kronecker delta. 4 The term of c 2 +x T diag γ 2 1 , . . . , γ 2 m x is for the linear regression, and the last term is based on the assumption that nearby inputs will have highly correlated outputs, allowing a different distance measure for each input dimension, that is, the smaller the λ 2 i the lesser the importance of i-th feature (Williams and Rasmussen, 1996) .
The joint distribution of GP
where
With the assumption of E h = 0 for the equal prior probability of each class, we get the conditional distribution of h new with hyperparameters given t n = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) T or equivalently h n = (h 1 , . . . , h n ) T (Bickel and Doksum, 2001 )
For any hyperparameter θ in K n , it can be simply replaced by the MLE from ∂L/∂θ = 0, where L is the log-likelihood of h n (Mardia and Marshall, 1984 ) 
Assume that
, Williams showed the analytic covariance functions for both error and Gaussian transfers, which coincide with Equation (5) under some conditions (Williams, 1997) . Usually, it is difficult to find out the analytic form of E(y u y u ) (Yaglom, 1987) , upon which the integration is approximated by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
One of the main tasks of statistical machine learning is to train the parameters, that may affect both the efficiency and performance of classification substantially. In practice, parameter tuning is not trivial for BNN models because of the hidden noisy features in high-dimensional data. Instead of being initialized randomly or trained under strong assumption of distributions, our MLE-based GP model is specified by λ 2 i = γ 2 i = Pr(f i |α), β 2 = c 2 = 1, = 0.001, where Pr(f |α) weakens the influence of 'useless' features in the covariance function. This strategy fairly simplifies the GP model and yields excellent performance on ovarian data analysis (Table 2) . It may be argued that an FS is suitable for all classifiers, since the categorical characteristics explored and utilized by distinct methods could be quite different. That is why SFS is preferred-the prior knowledge on features can The features are selected by Pr(f |α) ≥ threshold from the training sets, here we choose α = 0.1% and threshold = 1, 0.9, 0.6. The dimensions of feature space are brought down from 11 301 to ∼1320, 4270 and 5830 respectively. There is a balance between accuracy and complexity. The last line records the misclassified samples in the leave-one-out cross validations.
be modified after the data are introduced, even for a small training sample. Alternatively in a fully Bayesian way, each parameter is estimated as the mean of its posterior distribution by MCMC methods (Gelman et al., 2004; Liu, 2001 ) based on an assumption for its prior, which seems more robust in many complicated cases (Rasmussen, 1996) . In the following, we will specify the distributions for mutually independent parameters in BNN model (4) and GP model (7), respectively. These two fully Bayesian methods, together with the MLE method for GP model, will be examined on NCI's ovarian data in the next section.
(1) A mathematically convenient prior of unknown variance is inverse gamma distribution, the conjugate family for Gaussian weights.
where 
Similar to Neal's suggestion (Neal, 1996) , here we set a 0 = 0.01, b 0 = 0.5, a i = 0.01, b i = Pr(f i |α) to make the density flatter for larger Pr(f i |α). 
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
For each k-fold cross validation of MLE-based GP method (k = 2, . . . , 10), independent experiments have been repeated 1000 times on the data reduced by SFS to get the average specificity and sensitivity with corresponding standard deviation ( Table 2 ). The number of selected features is controlled by both α and threshold, for instance on the original binned data,
Threshold
Significance level α 0.1% 0.5% 1% 5% Also, MLE-based GP model (briefly, GP MLE ) behaves very stable in leave-one-out cross validations on distinct reduced datasets (see the last line of Table 2 ).
As an efficient simulation means, HMC method (Duane et al., 1987; Liu, 2001; Neal, 1992) plays a major practical role in computing the tractable Bayesian integrals by using dynamical methods and Metropolis acceptance rules to propose and accept transition states. We constructed an NN with Fig. 3 . The left figure is the HMC simulation of hidden-to-output weights, where u = 15 and x-axis is the number of iterations. The right one is the simulation of the first five input-to-hidden weights of hidden unit 1. Table 3 . 2, 10-fold and leave-one-out cross validations of SVM (γ = 2, C = 1), bagging of back-propagation MLP with one-hidden layer of 300 units, k-NN on NCI's (reduced) binned ovarian MS data, each validation is repeated 100-1000 times independently one hidden layer of 15 units, the hidden-to-output weights converge after 80 iterations (Figure 3 ). Compared to GP MLE and SVM, the fully Bayesian methods are much more timeconsuming because of MC simulations. Nevertheless, there is not too much difference in performance between the GP model and Bayesian MLP (Lampinen and Vehtari, 2001 ), hence GP MLE may be an experiential way for both accuracy and efficiency.
Some other classifiers are also tested, but the precision is inferior to that obtained by BNN as far as it goes (Table 3) . Using some sophisticated techniques of data reduction, such as restriction of coefficient of variation, wavelet analysis, SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995; Cristianini and ShaweTaylor, 2000; Vapnik, 1995) with soft margin can also achieve a good performance level in sensitivity and specificity on NCI's ovarian data. Regardless of computational complexity, the bagging of MLP (Bauer and Kohavi, 1999 ) is able to yield another reliable Pr(t new |x new , D), especially for a small training sample, from the viewpoint of ensemble learning. Several samples were found almost always misclassified in cross validations, for instance those explored by MLP bagging in Table 3 .
CONCLUSION
We described the SFS method as the main technique of data reduction, playing an important role in specifying the top-level hyperparameters of hierarchical BNN. Compared with the published results in literature, this method shows to be a promising application for ovarian cancer identification from NCI's high-resolution MS data. In 1000 independent 2-fold cross validations, BNN achieves average levels of sensitivity and specificity of 98.56 and 98.42%, respectively, and only misclassifies one control and one cancer in leave-oneout cross validation. Contrasted with low-resolution data, high-resolution can lead to superior classification (Conrads et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2005) and then to successful clinical applications (Petricoin and Liotta, 2004) .
Further work will cover more applications to other common diseases, such as prostate cancer, colon cancer, breast cancer, etc. Interesting topics that were not covered systemically in this paper are the accurate FS for biomarkers, and a method to figure out those abnormal sample points that are always misclassified by a high-quality ensemble, however well trained by resampled datasets or by distinct methods.
